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Abstract: A method of organization of an individual research work in SIWT class (the student's individual work
under the teacher's guidance) on a subject: “Teaching about the Environment”. Topic: “Influence of Pyramid
Forms  on  Bean  Development”.  Three  forms  of  pyramids  are used in the experiment. 1. Pyramid of type F
(the basic triangle 1:2*F*F^0.5:F^3). As per esoteric statements, it is harmonious (a sequence of inscribed
spheres contains a complete set of the power series of the golden section). 2. Pyramid of type F^2, the basic
triangle 1:2:5^0.5. As per esoteric statements, it refers to the Life pyramid. All spheres, inscribed into the
pyramid, have the members of the power series of the golden section multiple of F^2). 3. Pyramid of type F^3
(the basic triangle 1:F^0.5: F). It is called golden. As per esoteric statements, it is the life stabilization pyramid
(a sequence of inscribed spheres contains the members of the power series of the golden section multiple of
F^3). The pyramid is made of wire and cellulose film. An execution period of the whole experimental work is 21
day; it is an off-hour work. Discussion and compilation of summary, results and conclusions are carried out in
SIWT class. The main summary is that the studied pyramids improve germination, growth of germs, stability
to bean diseases. The main conclusion is that the creation of harmonious pyramids provides an opportunity
to recover in a short period the surrounding space, comfortable for life; it means the prolongation of life of a
man on the Earth. 
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INTRODUCTION manage to unerstand the essence of these stately

It is known, that urbanization processes result in [11].
deterioration of environment. Alongside with that, urban Ancient Egyptians knew, that radiation is created by
environment makes the former boirythms chaotic and the form and mass of the object; they used these
turns to a new rythmic stereotype, which causes diseases properties in different directions - from curative, creating
both in a man and in urban biota representatives due to to screening and destructive. Further study showed that
disturbance of photoperiodism [1]. It follows, that in the radiation intensity of the form depends not only on its
modern conditions the urban environment forms a number spacial arrangement, volume and mass, but also on the
of negative factors, which have a negative impact on the time and place of location. Intension of each field
surrounding space and human society [2-8]. That is why increases with the curve of its isointentional lines [12].
there is a necessity in serious, complex and considered Therefore, a founder of the Russian pyramids Golod
measures for  the  urban environment improvement [9]. considers, that all cataclysms on our Earth are connected
For this modern cities ought to return the adjacent vast with the space curvature, which can be leveled off by
areas of natural landscape. Future cities shal lbe the creating the pyramids. This conclusion is proved by the
garden and park cities, full of sun and greenery. In this example of the Seliger pyramid. Its construction resulted
case the most acceptable way of environment recovery is in the following environmental changes: water in the
the alternative way [10]. One of such ways is the use of Seliger lake became pure; there appeared lake cancers,
pyramids for environment enhancement. It is not for storks,  flowers,  listed  in Red Book; springs opened.
nothing, that historicans, who studied the Egypt That is why the search of new ways of pyramid usage, as
Pyramids, formed the following opinion: those, who an object for environment recovery, is of great practical

structures, will have all the mysteries of the universe open
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interest, as it allows to uncover the mysteries of nature RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and to use them for the benefit of people. The study of
the pyramid forms, influencing positively on the plants To  obtain  the  reliable  data on the research work,
development, is of considerable practical interest. In order the required pyramid forms are created in SIWT class.
to attract the attention of students-environmental This work is carried out collectively, in order all the
specialists to practical problems of environment recovery students have the pyramids equal in size and material
and protection in classes on the subject "Teaching about (Photo 1). During this lesson the students also outline the
the Environment", in our opinion, it is efficient to use the experiment procedure, get the seeds of one bean sort,
individual works, based on the study of alternative discuss the work deadlines, write the main requirements
approaches to this problem. A research work of for handling-over of the work. 
experimental character, presented for review, is carried out The next stage of experimental work is held
individually and reported in SIWT class during the individually. The execution period is 21 day. For 22 day
lessons on the subject "Teaching about the the students in SIWT class demonstrate: 
Environmnent". The purpose of investigation is the study
of pyramid forms impact on bean development. Slides about the experimental work done; 

Mathematical indices of the experiment; 
MATERIALS AND METHODS Summary of the work;

Conclusion;
The Research Work Includes Several Stages: Their own practical proposals. 

Work with literary sources for the item under study; This lesson is also deals with: 
Selection of pyramid forms, most efficient for
solution of the formulated problems; Summarizing of all obtained data; 
Creation of pyramids; The most specific summary and conclusions are
Outlining the procedure of experiment; selected;
Carrying out the experiment; The most acceptable practical proposals are given. 
Preparation of the report on the experiment. 

For instance, final results can be recorded in the
From all pyramid forms, resulting from the work with following way. As a result of the investigation of the

literary sources, three main forms were selected. 1. pyramid forms impact on plants development, it was
Pyramid of type  F  (the basic triangle 1:2*F*F^0.5:F^3). found out the following: 
As per esoteric statement, it is harmonious (a sequence of Bean seeds, placed into pyramids of different types,
inscribed spheres contains a complete set of the power fully germinated on the 4th day, whilst the control was on
series of the golden section). the 6th day; 

Pyramid  of  type  F^2,  the  basic  triangle 1:2:5^0.5. Visual study of 12 day germs per the pyramid forms
As per esoteric statements, it refers to the Life pyramid. showed:
All spheres, inscribed into the pyramid, have the members
of the power series of the golden section multiple of F^2). The germs from the harmonious pyramid were the

Pyramid of type F^3 (the  basic triangle  1:F^0.5:  F). highest based on the growth parameters; 
It is called golden. As per esoteric statements, it is the life The germs from the Life pyramid had the average
stabilization pyramid (a sequence of inscribed spheres growth indices; 
contains the members of the power series of the golden The germs from the Life stabilization pyramid had the
section multiple of F^3). least growth indices; 

Usually, Milev pyramid is created from metal wires Despite the obvious differences in sizes, all germs
[13, 14]. The pyramids in the experiment were created from were strong without any indications of diseases
the metal wires and cellulose film. (Photo 2). 

Common beans of sort Phaseolus Vulgaris L. were
used for planting. The experiment was held in 4-fold The study of 15 days germs revealed the following
replication, a control planting was also done outside the differences in pyramid forms among the germs based on
pyramid. the qualitative indices:
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a b c
Photo 1: Pyramid forms, created for the experiment: 
a. Harmonious pyramid (pyramid of type F); 
b. Life pyramid (pyramid of type F^2); 
c. Life stabilization pyramid (pyramid of type F^3). Photo 3: Bean germs on the 15th day, taken from:

a b c The pyramids increase the germinating capacity,
Photo 2: 12 days beam germs, taken from different forms growth of germs, stability to bean diseases. As per

of pyramids (from left to right): executed investigations, even simple placing of bean
a. Harmonious pyramid (pyramid of type F); seeds to artificially prepared pyramids (based on
b. Life pyramid (pyramid of type F^2); ecologic characteristic: life stabilization pyramid F3,
c. Life stabilization pyramid (pyramid of type F^3). life pyramid F2, harmonious pyramid F.) promoted the

Germs, developed in the harmonious pyramid, were strengthening as compared to the control variants; 
all harmonious. Let us pay attention to the fact, that When the germs were studied for diseases, it was
only two types of germ sizes were recorded: high and found out, that all germs, taken from the pyramids,
a little lower. As expected, there were no little germs were healthy, whilst the samples from control had the
at all; necrotic spots on roots. 
Life pyramid impeded the development of germs; the
quantity of low germs is 65%; The same principle is used to make a conclusion, for
Life stabilization pyramid also proved its main instance:
characteristics, the most part of germs is of average Our experiment verified, that a pyramid is a special
length. If in the harmonious pyramid and the Life geometrical form, able to accumulate positive energy and
pyramid the germs are straight and thin, in the Life level off the deformed space. The disturbed urban
stabilization pyramid the germs are thickened, more ecosystems also belong to the deformed space. The
resistant and stable to environment; creation of harmonious pyramids will provide an
Control results substantiate our reasoning. Here we opportunity to recover in a short period the surrounding
can see more or less equal distribution of germs in space, comfortable for life; it means the prolongation of
length and the quantity of  germs  with  the  lowest life of a man on the Earth.

Harmonious pyramid (Pyramid of type F); Life
pyramid (Pyramid of type F^2); Life stabilization
pyramid. Pyramid of type F^3; (Control). 

length is always more, the same as in natural
environment. The most part of the germs had the
necrotic damages on the roots (Photo 3). 

After discussing the results, the students listen to
the summaries and choose or make the best one. For
instanse:

fast growth of plants and their physical
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